Adapt to weather extremes with FlexTemp™ Exterior Latex

Extend the painting season with FlexTemp™ Exterior Latex with Extreme Temp Technology™. Adapt to weather fluctuations and get more flexibility in your painting schedule.

- Adaptable to temperature extremes 35°F-120°F without changing application techniques
- Excellent adhesion
- Easy application

Open your smartphone camera and scan over the code to learn more about the benefits of FlexTemp™ Exterior Latex.
Revolutionary application properties and long-lasting appearance that performs beautifully despite temperature extremes.

Extended Painting Season
Extreme Temp Technology™ adapts to temperature extremes so you can paint down to 35°F or up to 120°F.

Get Lasting Performance
Formulated to flex with temperature fluctuations for excellent adhesion and long-term resistance to flaking, peeling and weathering.

Save Application Time
100% acrylic latex formula flows to a smooth, uniform finish, plus no need to adjust application techniques or add extenders due to temperature.

Experience Color Freedom
Can be tinted in VinylSafe® paint colors, allowing customers to select from a limited number of darker colors formulated to resist warping or buckling. (See VinylSafe® color palette.)

Industry-leading innovation from a name you can trust. Many hours of field testing, years of research and decades of experience go into developing coatings that are better for your business. Sherwin-Williams has been committed to quality for more than 150 years and has a complete line of extraordinary paints and stains, plus rich, beautiful colors to set your work apart.